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Abstract 1. Introduction

We are given a set of points pl, . . . ,p. and a

symmetric distance matrix (o!ij ) giving the dis-

tance between pi and pj. We wish to construct

a tour that minimizes ~~=1 1(z), where l(i) is

the latency of p;, defined to be the dist ante

traveled before first visiting pi. This problem

is also known in the literature as the delivery-

man problem or the traveling repairman problem.

It arises in a number of applications including

disk-head scheduling, and turns out to be sur-

prisingly different from the traveling salesman

problem in character. We give exact and approx-

imate solutions to a number of cases, including a

constant-factor approximation algorithm when-

ever the distance matrix satisfies the triangle in-

equality.
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Consider a server (a repairman or a disk head,

perhaps) facing a set of requests, each of which

is a point. The server must schedule its visits

so as to minimize the average time the requests

wait before being visited. (We assume that a re-

quest is serviced instantaneously when visited.)

This is a simple and natural combinatorial opti-

mization problem faced in many day-to-day sit-

uations, and may be formalized as follows.

Given a set of n points, a symmetric

distance matrix (d,j ), and a tour which

visits the points in some order, let the

latency of a point p be the length of the

tour from the starting point to p. Let

the total latency of the tour be the sum

of the latencies of all the points. We

wish to find the tour which minimizes

the total latency. Of particular inter-

est is the case when the distance matrix

satisfies the triangle inequality.

We henceforth abbreviate the minimum latency

tour by MLT. Whenever we speak of approxi-

mating the MLT, we seek to find a tour whose

cost approximate es that of the MLT.

At first glance the MLT problem seems to be a

simple variant of the traveling salesperson prob-

lem (TSP). However, closer examination reveals

a variety of aspects in which this problem is
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very different from the TSP. Small changes in

the structure of a metric space can cause highly

non-loczd changes in the structure of the MLT

(see e.g., Fig 1). As a result, a simple para-

digm which applies to most optimization prob-

lems on graphs — namely, “ decompose the

graph into biconnected components; solve the

optimization problem on the various (hopefully)

small components and then put them t oget her

to obtain a solution for the big problem” —

does not work here. The absence of this par-

adigm rules out simple algorithms even in the

case where the underlying graph is a tree (i.e,

the metric space is simply the metric closure of

a weighted tree. ) Another prominent difference

between the MLT and the optimal TSP tour is

that the MLT may revisit points an unbounded

number of times even when the underlying graph

has a bounded degree. Consider the case where

the metric space is the real line and the point pi

is located at ( —3)i. In this case the MLT start-

ing at the origin will visit the points in order

(i.e., the ith point to be visited is pi). Thus the

MLT crosses the origin n – 1 times! By a sim-

ple perturbation to this set of points, we get an

example of points on the plane where the MLT

is not planar (!) — again a phenomenon which

distinguishes it from an optimal TSP tour.

However, it is easy to see that this problem is at

least as hard as the TSP. For instance, given a

set of points on which we wish to minimize the

length of the TSP tour, one can augment the set

of points with IV points at “infinit y“ (for a large

number IV), so that the MLT on the augmented

set of points will have to minimize the length

of the TSP on the original set of points. Th~s

connection shows that the MLT problem is NP-

hard even in the case where the metric space is

a plane.

For general metric spaces, it is possible to reduce

the TSP where all distances are either 1 or 2 (a

metric space) to the MLT, In conjunction with

the MAX SNP-hardness of the TSP(1,2) prob-

lem [12] and the non-existence of polynomial
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Figure 1: Non-local change in tour, due to

NI << Nz

time approximation schemes for MAX SNP-hard

problems [2] this connection implies that one

cannot hope for arbitrarily good approximations

to the minimum latency problem on general met-

ric spaces. Lastly, as in the case of the TSP,

the MLT is NP-hard to approximate to within

any bounded ratio when the distance function is

arbitrary (i.e., does not satisfy the triangle in-

equality. )

Both the MLT problem and the TSP problems

are special cases of a more general problem, the

“time-dependent traveling salesman problem”.

Here the distance function on the metric space

varies with “time”, i.e., if the ith edge to be tra-

versed has weight e then it incurs a cost c(e, i).

The goal is to minimize the total cost of visiting

all vertices. The TSP is the specied case where

the cost function is just c(e, i) = e (independent

of i) and the MLT is the case where the cost

function is given by c(e, i) = (n – i) x e. Sit-

uations where the cost function c(e, i) is some

convex combination of these two seem to arise

naturally too. For instance, consider the follow-

ing vehicle routing problem: a delivery truck has
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to deliver J/ items to IV points in a metric space,

and then return to its starting point. If the truck

travels a distance D with k items, then the cost

of that leg is (k + u).D (the cost is proportional

to the load on the truck which is k units for the

items + u units for the weight of the truck).

The time-dependent TSP and the MLT problem

have been studied earlier, under the names of

the deliveryman problem or the traveling repair-

man problem [10, 9, 13, 5]. In [10] and [13] it is

shown that any depth-first route is an optimal

MLT on a tree with unit edge weights. Minieka

also gives an exponential time algorithm for solv-

ing the problem optimally on general trees. In [9]

and [5] exponential time algorithms are provided

to compute the MLT optimally in general met-

ric spaces. Afrati et al. [1]study a version oft he

problem in which some requests have prescribed

deadlines on their latencies. Among other re-

sults, they show that the latency problem on

the line can be solved in polynomial time by dy-

namic programming.

1.1. Our Results

Given the evidence against the existence of poly-

nomial time algorithms to solve the exact prob-

lem in general cases, we first isolate some situa-

tions in which the MLT problem can be solved

exactly in polynomial time. We start by proving

that any depth first search tree gives an optimal

MLT for the unweighed tree (all edge lengths

are 1). This theorem has been proved in the ear-

lier mentioned works of [10, 13], but our proof

is simpler. Surprisingly, this theorem does not

hold for weighted trees (i.e., depth first search

trees are not optimal traversals). We consider a

special case of weighted trees — diameter 3 trees

— and give a simple dynamic programming al-

gorithm to solve this case optimally.

For general metric spaces, we provide a constant

factor approximation algorithm in Section 3.

This approximation algorithm is based on the

following inequality which we believe may be of

independent interest,

Let p-latency denote the minimum to-

tal latency over all tours which start at

p. Let the i-tree(p) denote the weight

of the shortest tree spanning i nodes

including p. Then

~ i-tree(p) S p-latency s 8 *~ i-tree(p)

The above inequality is constructive in the sense

that given an algorithm which finds a tree on i

nodes wit h weight approximately i-tree(p), we

can obtain an algorithm to obtain a, tour start-

ing at p which approximates the MLT. Unfor-

tunately, the task of finding the best i-tree is

also NP hard [6] for general metric spaces and

hence the above inequality does nc]t solve the

problem for us. We are able to find an exact al-

gorithm for the i-tree problem for the case of the

weighted tree. Garg and Hochbaum [6] also give

an O (log i) approximation algorithm for the case

when the metric space is Euclidean in a fixed

number of dimensions, and this yields a O (log n)

approximation to the MLT in such spaces.

To obtain a constant factor approximation algo-

rithm for general metric spaces, we show that an

inequality similar to the above holds even when

the algorithm provides only a solution with i’

vertices with cost within a constant factor of the

best i-tree. (The exact relationship between i

and i’ is described in Section 3.2. ) In fact, we

show that it suffices to do this for values of i close

to n. We then use a constant-factor approxima-

tion algorithm to the prize-collecting TSP [8] to

obtain an algorithm extending the a,bove ideas.

The solution we find to approximate the MLT

also turns out to approximate the TSP simul-

taneously. This allows us to extend our results

on the MLT approximation to include a fam-

ily of time-dependent TSP problems which in-

cludes the truck delivery problem described ear-

lier. The family of time dependent TSPS we

consider is the case when the cost function on
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an edge is linear in i. This is described in Sec-

tion 3.3.

2. Exact Solutions

In this section we give polynomial-time algo-

rithms for computing the MLT in some special

cases.

2.1. Unweighed trees and depth-first

search

Consider the case when the points are vertices

of a tree all of whose edges have unit length.

Minieka [10] and Reynolds [13] have shown that

a tour is optimal if and only if it is a depth-first

search. Here we give a very simple and succinct

proof of this result; we proceed by showing that

every depth-first search is optimal, and that op-

timal tours are depth-first searches.

For a vertex v, let depth(v) denote its distance in

the tree from the starting point. The following

two claims imply the result.

Claim 1: For any tour, the ith distinct vertex

to be visited has latency at least 2i – depth(v).

Claim 2: Fix a depth-first search, and let v be

the ith distinct vertex to be visited. Then v has

latency exactly 22 – depth(v).

Proofi Fix some index i. Both claims are

easy to see by imagining that the walk returns

to the origin after visiting the ith distinct ver-

tex. It is clear that after doing so, any such walk

must have traveled at least 2; steps. Further-

more the DFS achieves this exactly, since a DFS

never traverses any edge more than twice. But

when the walk is forced to return to the origin,

this extends the length of the walk by exactly

depth(v). Thus any walk has a latency at v of

at least 2i – depth(v) and the DFS achieves this

bound exactly. ❑

2.2. Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming may be used to obtain

optimal solutions in polynomial time for cases

when there is a good bound on the number of

potential partial solutions. We illustrate this in

two cases: when the p, are points on the line,

and when they are vertices of a tree of diameter

3. Although Afrati et al. [1] have already shown

a dynamic programming algorithm for the line,

we include here a brief outline for completeness.

When the pi are points on the line, a partially

complete tour covers an interval of the line that

includes the starting point. A state in the dy-

namic programming tableau is an interval oft he

line, together with one end of the interval; it rep-

resents our current position at the end of a par-

tial tour (it suffices to consider intervals whose

end-points are both points pi from the input).

Clearly there are 0(n2) states. The algorithm

works from large intervals down to smaller ones.

For each state it takes constant time to decide

whether the first point visited by the MLT start-

ing in this state is to the left or to the right of

the covered interval. Thus we have:

Theorem 1 ([1]): When the pi are points on

the real line, dynamic programming yields an op-

timal solution in O (n2 ) time.

Dynamic programming also yields an optimal so-

lution in O (n2 ) time when the points are vertices

of a tree of diameter 3, when there are positive

real lengths on the edges. Such a tree consists of

a central edge with spokes hanging off its two

end-points. The observation here is that the

spokes at either end are visited in increasing or-

der of their lengths. Thus a state for dynamic

programming consists of two integers ICL and k~,

where kL is the number of spokes visited at the

left end-point of the central spoke, and k~ the

number of spokes at the right end-point (in ad-

dition, we also use a bit to keep track of whether

we ‘re at the left or the right hub). Again, the

number of states is O (n2 ). Unfortunately, this
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technique does not seem to extend even to trees

of diameter 4.

3. Approximation Algorithms

In this section we focus on techniques for devis-

ing approximation algorithms. We begin with

a familiar algorithm on the real line: starting

at the origin, we are to reach a point p at an

unknown position on the line. Let d be the dis-

tance from the origin top. Baeza-Yates, Culber-

son and Rawlins [3] have given a simple deter-

ministic “doubling” algorithm that finds p after

walking at most a distance 9d. By adapting this

algorithm, we have a simple deterministic algo-

rit hm that achieves a 9-approximation for points

on the line (the dynamic programming approach

above gives the exact solution, but is more com-

putationally intensive). One can extend this ap-

proach to the case when the pi are vertices of

a layered graph, adapting familiar algorithms for

layered graph traversal [11] to get provably good

approximations. We omit these details here.

3.1. Reduction to z-trees

Given n points and a distance metric between

them, the i-tree problem is the following: we are

to find the shortest tree spanning i of the in-

put points. We now show that approximating

the MLT reduces to solving (or approximating)

the i-tree problem on the same input points, for

all 1 < i s n. The reduction works provided

the distances satisfy the triangle inequality. The

i-tree problem is NP-hard to solve in general,

but can be O (log n)-approximated in Euclidean

spaces of fixed dimension [6].

To simplify the presentation, let us assume that

the distance from the starting point to its near-

est neighbor is 1. Renumber the points 1

through n, where the point i is the ith vertex

to be visited by the optimal tour. Let Sj be the

set of vertices with latency between 2~ and 23’1

in the optimal tour, and let nj = [Sj 1,

By invoking an algorithm for the i-tree problem

fori=l,2,.. ., we can determine, for leach j, the

maximum number of points that we can span by

a tree of cost at most 23’1; denote this number

by mj. Our approximation to the MLT is now

the following: for j = 1,2, . . .. we traverse the

mj -tree (say in depth-first fashion), returning to

the origin between successive values of j. Con-

sider the ith vertex visited by such a, tour, and

let i ~ S’j. Then the latency of the ith vertex

in the optimal tour is at least 23. We now show

that the latency of the ith vertex in our tour is

at most 8 * 2J. Since there exists a tree of size

2J+1 which visits at least ~~<j nj ~ z points, mj

is at least i. Thus the latency-of the ith vertex in

our tour is at most 2*(~~<j 2~+1 +2~i-1) s 8*23.

Thus the total latency of our tour is at most 8

times the latency of the optimal MLT’.

It is easy to see that the above argument ex-

tends even if we only have a c-approximation

algorithm to the i-tree problem. Thus we get

the following:

Theorem 2: Given an algorithm that gives a

c-approximate solution to the i-tree problem, we

can obtain a 8c-approximation algorithm to the

minimum latency problem.

We conclude with an example of a case where the

i-tree problem can be solved exactly. Suppose

that the input points are vertices of a tree whose

edges have positive real lengths. IIi this case,

dynamic programming can be used to obtain i-

trees of optimal length as follows. First, sup-

pose the graph were a binary tree. In this case,

for each point, the optimal solution to the i-tree

problem on the subtree rooted at that point can

be computed given solutions to the i’-tree prob-

lem for the point’s children for all i’ s i. This

leads immediately to a dynamic programming

solution for binary trees. Notice that this solu-

tion can be extended easily to the more general

problem in which points have weights in {O, 1}
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and the goal is to find the shortest tree with a to-

tal weight of points i. Now, to handle non-binary

trees, simply replace a vertex of higher degree

wit h a binary tree whose root has weight 1, all

other vertices have weight O, and the edges have

weight O as well. Thus our reduction implies an

8-approximation to the minimum latency prob-

lem in this case.

3.2. A constant-factor approximation

for metric spaces

VVe now describe a constant factor approxima-

tion algorithm for the minimum latency prob-

lem in general metric spaces. A key point here

is that it is sufficient to approximate the i-trees

problem only when i is quite large: in order to

achieve a constant-factor we need only concern

ourselves with the latency of the last fraction of

vertices visited. This insight motivates the fol-

lowing definition:

Definition: An (a, ~)-TSP-approximator is an

algorithm that given bounds e, L, an n-point

metric space Ill, and a starting point p finds a

tour starting at p of length at most ~L, which

visits at least (1 – CM)n vertices, if there exists a

tour of length L which visits (1 – e)n vertices.

Comment: If only one of the two parameters

among e and L is specified, we can perform a

binary search for the optimal value of the other

parameter. Hence in what follows we will some-

times call the approximator with only one of the

parameters specified.

We first show how to construct a (3, 6)-TSP-

approximator from a 2-approximation algorithm

for the “prize-collecting traveling salesman prob-

lem” due to Goemans and Williamson [8] (which

improves on a 5/2-approximation due to Bien-

stock et al. [4]). We then describe how the

TSP-approximator is used to approximate the

latency problem.

The prize-collecting traveling salesman problem

is the following.

Given a weighted graph with penalties

on the vertices, the cost of a tour on

some subset of the vertices is the to-

tal distance traveled plus the sum of

the penalties on the vertices not vis-

ited. We wish to find the tour, begin-

ning at some prespecified root vertex,

that minimizes this cost.

Lemma 3 ([8]): There ezists a 2 – & approx-

imation algorithm for the prize collecting travel-

ing salesman problem, on any graph which sat-

isfies the triangle inequality.

From this we obtain the following implication.

Corollary 4: Z’lze~e ezists a (3, 6)- TSP-approz-

imator.

Proof: Let e be the fraction of vertices missed

out by the optimal tour of length L. Let us begin

by assuming e is known. Place a penalty P =

2L/(.sn) on each vertex. So, there exists a tour of

total penalty at most L + mP = 3L in the prize-

collecting sense. Therefore, the GW algorithm

finds a tour starting at the point p, that visits at

least a (1 – 36) fraction of the vertices (else the

penalty is more than 3enP = 6L) and of total

distance 6L. If c is not known then just perform

binary search, selecting the tour found of length

less than 6L that visits the most vertices. •l

We now show how the (a, ~)-TSP-approximator

can be used to find a tour with small latency.

Lemma 5: A tour of latency at most 8 [a]~

times the optimal can be found by making poly-

nomially many calls to an (CY,~)- TSP-approx-

imator.

Proofi The proof of this lemma mimics the i-

tree reduction closely. For simplicity of presen-

tation, we assume that the distance from the

starting point to its nearest neighbor is 1. We

also assume a is integral (or else we can use its

ceiling as our bound).
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Our approximation algorithm calls the approxi-

mator for L = 2,4,8, . . .,2i, . , .. and then con-

catenates these tours to obtain a tour which vis-

its all the vertices.

For the analysis of this tour, we partition the

vertices of our tour into blocks of size a, where

the ith block lli contains the vertices which are

then –a(i+l) +1, n–a(i+l) +2,. ,., (n–

ai)th to be visited by our tour. Now consider

the minimum latency tour, and let Sj be the set

of vertices of latency between 21– land 21. Let

the n – ith vertex visited by the optimal tour lie

in the set Sj and let i = (1 – e)n. Consider the a

vertices in the block B,. All these vertices must

have been visited by our jth round trip, and thus

the latency in our tour for each of these vertices

is bounded by ~(2*2~ +2*2~-1 +...) s ~2$+2.

Thus the latency of these a vertices in our tour is

at most @2~’2, which is at most 8@ times the

latency of the ith vertex. We can thus charge the

cost of each block of vertices in our tour against

the latency of distinct vertices in the optimal

MLT, with a multiplicative constant of at most

8c@.

•1

Theorem 6: There is a polynomial-time 14.4-
approzimation algorithm for the MLT whenever

the distances (dij ) satisfy the triangle inequality.

Proof: Follows from Lemma 5 and Corollary 4.

❑

The constant of 144 above can be im-

proved easily to 72 using the following idea:

We call the (a, @)-approximator for e =

1/2,1 /4,...,2 -’,...,. We concatenate the tours

so obtained (in the order they are constructed).

An analysis similar to that in Lemma 5 shows

that this gives a 4c@ approximation to the MLT.

Theorem 6’: There exists a polynomial time

72-approximation algorithm for the MLT when-

ever the distances ( d%j) satisfy the triangle in-

equality.

This constant of 72 has been further improved by

recent work of Goemans and Kleinberg [7] who

give a factor of 29 approximation algorithm for

the MLT. However the 144 approximation aJgo-

rithm given by Theorem 6 has some additional

properties which we use in the next section.

3.3. Simultaneous Approximation of

the TSP and MLT

Consider the length of the tour produced by

our MLT approximation in Theorem 6 above.

Could it be the case that this length is much

longer than the optimal TSP tour? We give

a negative answer to this question. In the

process we extend our technique to approximate

a class of problems that combine the objectives

of the MLT and TSP in any convex combination:

namely the positive-linear time-dependent TSP

as defined next,

Given a set of n points, a symmet-

ric distance matrix (d,j ) and a, time-

dependent cost function c : E x -Z+ -+

l?, the time dependent traveling sales-

man problem (TD TS’P) is that of find-

ing a tour which visits each vertex ex-

actly once and minimizes x~=l ~(e, ~Z),

where ei is the ith edge used by the

tour. When the cost function is of the

form c(e, i) = (a * i + b) * d., then

this is the linear TDTSP. If c(e, i) =

(a* (n – i) + b) * d, for positive a, b

and de ‘s, then this is the positive-linear

TDTSP.

We start by observing that the above algorithm

not only produces a tour which approximates the

MLT but also the TSP length. This is seen as

follows: Let the length of the longest tour above

be L. Then L is at most 2/5’ times the length

of the TSP. Furthermore the length of our tour

is at most Zj ~. $, which is at most 2L. Thus

the tour above is actually a 4P approximator to
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the minimum TSP as well. This allows us to

obtain the following approximation for the class

of positive-linear TDTSP problems.

Theorem 7: There is a polynomial-time 144-
approzimation algorithm for any positive-linear

TDTSP.

Proof: Consider a cost function of the form

c(e, i)=d. *(a*(n– i) + b). The cost of the

optimum tour for this cost function is at least

a * opt(MLT) + b * opt(TSP) (where opt(MLT)

and opt (TSP ) represent the optimal lengths of

the MLT and TSP on the graph with distance

function d.), We use the algorithm described

above to produce a tour of length at most 24 *

opt(TSP) and latency at most 144* opt(MLT).

Thus our cost on this cost function is at most

144 * (a * opt(MLT) + b * opt(TSP)), which is

within a factor of 144 of the optimal. ❑

It may be pointed out that the above theorem

also gives a 144 approximation algorithm for

the case when the cost function is of the form

c(e, i) = d.x(axi+b) for positive a and b (we sim-

ply reverse the tour returned by the above proce-

dure). Another case of linear TDTSP for which

a constant factor approximation algorithms ex-

ists is the case where both a and b are negative

(negative-linear TDTSP). In this case minimiz-

ing this negative function is the same as maxi-

mizing the TSP and the latency of the tour. It

turns out the “greedy tour”, i.e., one that visits

the furthest unvisited vertex next, gives a factor

of 2 approximation to both the MaxLT and the

TSP, thus giving a factor of 2 approximation to

the negative-linear TDTSP. Details of this proof

will be provided in the full paper.

4. Conclusion

Very recently, Goemans and Kleinberg [7] have

shown that our factor of 72 approximation for

the MLT can be improved to a factor slightly

less than 29. It remains to be seen whether can

be used to improve the constant for the positive-

linear TDTSP. The question of whether there

exists an exact solution to the MLT for the case

of weighted trees remains open as well.

The online version of the latency seems to be a

very interesting case for further study. Here the

problem would be formalized as follows: “The

input is a sequence of requests which arrive on-

line: A request arriving at time t and getting

serviced at time t’ incurs a latency of t’– t.We

wish to minimize the average latency of all re-

quests.” Once again a variety of applications can

be found for this problem e.g. diskhead schedul-

ing, parcel pickup etc. The online considerations

introduce a variety of forms of algorithms that

we may wish to consider and we discuss some of

these models here.

We start by observing that no competitive al-

gorithms can be found for this problem when

competitivity is measured against the best of-

fline algorithm for a specific request sequence.

For instance, consider the case of a two-point

metric space where the points are separated by

a unit distance and requests are generated ran-

domly at one of the two points every unit of

time. The offline algorithm does not incur any

cost while any online algorithm incurs a latency

of 1 with probability 1/2 every step, giving us

the following consequence:

Proposition 8: There is no on-line latency al-

gorithm achieving any bounded competitiveness,

even against an oblivious adversary.

A more reasonable comparison is that of our al-

gorithm ageinst other online algorithms in the

model where the requests are generated indepen-

dently at every time step according to some dis-

tribution D on the points. For the special case of

the complete graph, (i.e., the dist ante between

every pair of points is 1), the following can be

shown:

Proposition 9: For the complete graph on n
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points, there exists a simple online algorithm

which achieves a competitive factor of 2 against

any online algorithm when the requests are

drawn independently at random according to any

distribution D.

Of course, the case of general metric spaces is

cornplet ely open.
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